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2 TRAVEL

Customs
moving
with the
times
SWITCHED-ON
TOURIST
David Carroll

N

OTHING brings an overseas
holiday to a halt like running
headfirst into an Immigration
or Customs queue. But if you think
the delays are bad now, imagine the
scene when super-jumbos are
delivering more people than ever to
our international gateways. The
journey from duty-free to the baggage
carousel could be painfully long and
tiring. Unless, that is, you have a
biometric passport.
Since 2002, Australian Customs
has been testing facial recognition
technology that automatically
identifies and checks arriving
passengers without the need for
human intervention.
The system, known as SmartGate,
takes an image of a person’s face,
then compares it to a 3-D digitised
image stored in their passport.
If the two photographs are the
same, the system quickly performs
the normal checks. If a match is not
successful, the person is referred to a
Customs officer.
To improve accuracy, a
passenger’s face cannot be obscured
in any way, which means hats and
sunglasses must be removed. But
Customs says the technology can
cope with ‘‘normal variations to the
face’’, including the addition of facial
hair, changes in expression, and the
effects of ageing.
Self-processing using SmartGate
should not only be more efficient and
convenient for passengers, it will
help Customs officials focus on highrisk travellers and detect forged or
stolen passports.
To use SmartGate, you will need to
upgrade to an Australian ePassport,
which incorporates a chip storing all
your passport details and a digital
image of your passport photo.
Anyone who has received a new
passport since late October 2005 will
already have one.
Trials of facial recognition
technology and the ePassport were
undertaken at Sydney and Melbourne
international airports between 2002
and 2005, using Qantas aircrew and
selected members of the airline’s
frequent-flyer program.
After evaluating the results and
making some refinements,
SmartGate Series 1 was rolled out at
Brisbane’s international airport
earlier this year.
Within the next couple of months,
Customs plans to implement the
system in Cairns, followed by Sydney
in April next year and Melbourne one
month later. Remaining international
airports will follow.
Facial mapping is classified as
biometric because it involves
measuring a physical characteristic
to identify a person.
Other familiar biometrics being
used for security purposes include
fingerprints and iris scans, but
studies are exploring many others,
even the unique way each of us walks
or smells.
Some of the most interesting
security technologies are being
demonstrated at the Unisys Security
Innovation Centre, a working
laboratory that opened last month at
the University of Canberra. Among
them is vascular recognition
technology, which captures an image
of the veins in a person’s fingers or
hand, and voice-recognition
technology, developed during the
past two years at the university to
identify someone over a phone.
The centre is also showcasing the
registered traveller system being
used in some US domestic airports to
capture a registered passenger’s two
irises, 10 fingerprints and a facial
image. Compared with SmartGate,
the registered traveller system may
seem a little over the top, especially
when only one of the three biometrics
is used for verification. But the
system anticipates the possibility
that US airports will eventually opt for
different technologies.
Biometrics is not the only thing
being explored by security experts.
Researchers are looking at ways to
monitor behavioural characteristics,
in particular the way people act when
they are, for example, angry or
fearful. In a few years that should
account for just about any Australian
traveller not holding an ePassport.
■ www.dfat.gov.au
■ www.unisys.com.au
David Carroll’s column on new
travel technology appears monthly
in Travel & Indulgence
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STAMPING GROUNDS
A

SET of 50c stamps from Australia
Post, launching on October 16
and featuring caravanning
through the years, has got
Departure Lounge thinking about
her girlhood hols and the complete lack of
anything resembling a van therein.
During the early years in deepest,
greenest Surrey, Lounge ’s father did not
drive and neither did her mother, a practical
woman who thought being a smoking
passenger and a bossy navigator to be a far
superior state of affairs.
Lounge ’s father got a licence years later
in Canberra, but mother never did, far
preferring to make full use of the
passenger’s sun-visor mirror for
applications of lipstick and powder-puffery
and to drag on fashionable filter-tips while
little Lounge , slithering around the rexinecovered back seat, inhaled a gagging mix of
smoke, vinyl and father’s Old Spice.
Here was a woman who very much agreed
with fastidious Hercule Poirot’s appraisal of
the great fresh outdoors. ‘‘The open air
should be closed, n’est-ce pas?’’
But in Surrey there were gypsy caravans
parked on the common and Lounge wanted
nothing more than to hit the road for
pastures free in one of these gaily painted
affairs. Truth be told, this idle reverie did not
include Lounge ’s parents but a chap who
looked just like Richard Greene (the then
Robin Hood of television fame), except with
extra hair and a gold hoop earring.

DEPARTURE
LOUNGE

Susan Kurosawa
Somehow, between snow-chained Surrey
winters, Hume Highway driveathons
between Canberra and Sydney and, later,
beach breaks at boarding houses in NSW’s
Terrigal and Queensland’s Coolangatta,
caravans did not get a look-in in Lounge ’s
holiday albums.
The Australia Post series starts with a
1950s retro caravan and a family picnic;
Mum is in charge of food preparation; Dad
is sitting on the steps, fully engaged in
being head of the family.
By the next scene, in the ’60s, Dad is at
the barbie and Mum is being attacked by a
family of kangaroos while he burns the
snags. (Well, not quite; she does look rather
alarmed, though.) Obviously this is a madeup scene as Dad is not wearing an apron
with a naff slogan like King of the Grill.
By the ’70s, the caravan is bigger, the
kids are playing cricket and the parents are
reclining on banana loungers smoking
dope. (OK, I am extrapolating.)
In the ’80s scene, there are boogie
boards with shoulder pads and Dynasty hair
(allow me a little exaggeration) and, in the
final contemporary shot, a pair of grey
nomads are looking very well set up and

smug, no doubt exceedingly pleased to
have shed their children and half-spent said
offsprings’ inheritance.
Although Lounge has never been
caravanning and intends to spend her sons’
legacy on 10-star cruises rather than road
trips, it must be admitted that the industry
is booming.
A recent Tourism Research Australia
national visitor survey showed caravan park
patronage up by almost 20 per cent. And
parks are not just parks, it seems; they are
star-rated holiday parks. This bells-andwhistles rebranding wouldn’t have fooled
Lounge ’s now-gone mother for a moment.

■ AT 74, Barbara Harrison from
Templestowe, Victoria, is Australia’s most
adventurous senior. Or at least that’s the
accolade recently bestowed on her by Get
Up & Go, the official Seniors Card travel and
lifestyle magazine. Harrison has
volunteered for 14 research teams in 12
countries during the past 13 years,
including Earthwatch field projects and
cheetah conservation programs in Africa.
Her prize is a trip for two to Wellington,
New Zealand, which probably means she
can put her feet up out of the wind and take
a well-earned rest.
www.getupandgo.com.au.
■ LOUNGE is finding it hard to keep up with
the Banyan Tree lot. This Singaporeheadquartered hotel, resort and spa group
has been expanding like crazy. Its Australian

representative Victoria Hobbs says Banyan
Tree has new management contracts in
Turkey, Mauritius, South Korea, China, Turks
and Caicos, and Jordan. The group will
develop 40 additional properties worldwide
in the next few years; with sister brand
Angsana, Banyan Tree continues to pick up
environmental awards as a committed green
company, too.
If you are China-bound, check out the
exquisite all-villa Banyan Tree Lijiang in
Yunnan province. Outside Beijing or
Shanghai, it’s arguably the most hip hotel in
China; recently opened here is a training
academy for Chinese spa therapists. All very
21st-century capitalistic luxe.
www.banyantree.com.

■ LOUNGE loathes: That Lonely Planet has
been gobbled up by BBC Worldwide. Cofounders Tony and Maureen Wheeler and
shareholder John Singleton sold the madly
successful guidebook publishing company
this week, but the Wheelers retain a 25 per
cent shareholding and Lonely Planet will
continue to be based in Melbourne. Still, it’s
another Australian company gone the
swallowing way of globalisation. Lounge
awaits reports of sightings of the semiretired Wheelers’ high-spec gypsy caravan
up the Oodnadatta Track and along the
Great Ocean Road.

■ FIND of the week: The series of free
Sydney shopping guides under the Urban
Walkabout banner. The pocket-friendly
pamphlets cover the central business
district and neighbouring precincts such as
Surry Hills and Darlinghurst, and Double Bay
and Potts Point. Fashion, objects and food
are the categories covered in each, with a
fold-out map and lots of quirky inclusions.
www.urbanwalkabout.com.

INTREPID Travel is slashing 15 per cent off
the price of its just-released 2008 adventure
program, but only for one week: choose
from 84 experiences, from cycling through
Cuba, gorillas in Africa and trekking to the
rarely visited kindom of Mustang in Nepal;
kick back in a balcony suite at half price on
a Pacific return cruise from Sydney to
Vanuatu on P & O’s Pacific Dawn; pack your
marshmallows and sleeping bags for a night
of free camping across Australia on Friday,
November 9; Turkish delights with big
discounts on two coach tours.
These and other money-saving offers are
featured in Travel & Indulgence’s holiday
deals, updated daily at
www.theaustralian.com.au/travel.

■ LOUNGE loves: Posh Nosh, the nutty filler
that pops up on the LifeStyle Food channel.
Arabella Weir and Richard E. Grant are
brilliant as Minty and Simon Marchmont.
Learn how to relax an avocado, interrogate
a lemon, bamboozle a parsnip, annoy a
potato and ravage almost everything.

FLYING VISITS
From Page 1
funeral rite. Nothing has been staged for our
benefit, and the naked, unvarnished authenticity of grief and loss produces a moment of
shared emotion that makes everyone quiet.
The encounter becomes a high watermark of
understanding, but it is not the only one.
An equally moving, but very different,
connection occurs at Yirrkalla’s renowned arts
centre, Buku Larrnggay Mulka. This is a highly
significant pilgrimage site for anyone interested not only in Aboriginal art but indigenous
culture, rights and spirituality. It is home to the
two famous church door panels that the Yolnu
people painted in 1962-63 to demonstrate their
ownership of country. Seeing these intricately
decorated works, depicting tribal creation
myths worked on collaboratively by clan
elders using traditional ochres, is incredibly
moving: the sophistication of the imagery and
the complexity of its purpose as a document of
belief and native law gives it a potent
eloquence. It’s like seeing Guernica and the
Sistine Chapel all at once.
As if this were not enough, here too we meet
rising star Wukun Wanambi, featured in this
year’s Telstra art awards with a stunning
painting using his totemic mulloway fish motif
swirling in a feeding frenzy. It has a pulsating
rhythm and exuberant energy, like the man
himself, a former diver who generously rushes
home to fetch us his latest work in progress,
then sings us a song about Blue Mud Bay, a
contested fishing place.
At Oenpelli, in the heart of Stone Country,
we walk a rocky trail high above a flooded
billabong where jabirus are feeding alongside
crocodiles. We are with Wilfred Nawirridj, a
distinguished senior artist. Through body
language and long silences, he forces us to
switch to his rhythm from our own more

rushed pace before embarking on explanations
of the rock art we have come to see.
We are not spared squalor, ugliness or
despair. We see appalling housing, where 20
people share a two-bedroom house and litter
festoons the surrounding earth. We see people
who look sick, have terrible teeth or missing
limbs, don’t have enough to eat and whose
eyes are empty of hope. We ask questions to
which the answers are complex, emotive,
politically divisive. Our ignorance of social
pressures is exposed and some of us feel
ashamed, while others look away, indifferent
to what they see, or with a different
explanation for its causes. Some of us cry.
Somehow, the group finds its collective
equilibrium and avoids conflict. Read watches
quietly from the sidelines, without interfering.
Experience has shown that her groups tend to
follow a pattern. ‘‘On the first day, people are
excited, on the second they ask questions like:
‘Why don’t people tidy up the litter, why do
they live like this, why don’t the kids go to
school?’; the third day is usually the angry day,
when people wonder why things can’t be fixed.
The fourth day there are often tears. And on
the fifth day, people are usually quiet, doing
lots of listening.’’
We do not follow this particular pattern but
have our highs and lows and moments of
tension, dissipated when a hot shower comes
into view or a new island appears beneath us.
From the air, the landscape is an artwork in
progress; when we fly over the croc-infested
Arafura Sea, where sandbanks carve and curve
through the azure waters, we are silenced in
wonder. Even the huge aluminium mine on
the Gove Peninsula looks good from up here.
On Bathurst Island, the upbeat energy of
arts centre co-ordinator Tim Hill at Tiwi
Design is infectious. His enthusiastic pride
when introducing us to artists printing on
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fabric at the long silk-screen tables or painting
on canvas makes him a natural ambassador for
a talented group. Similarly, the stylish Apolline
Kohen, a French art curator with many years
experience at Maningrida, runs the centre and
the marvellous adjoining Djomi museum with
dynamic efficiency, displaying a stunning
selection of work in many media. There are
funerary poles, mimi spirit carvings, works on
bark and paper, fishtraps and a selection of
painted fibre wild dogs and pigs and disturbingly lifelike crocodiles.
At Ramingining’s Bula’bula arts centre, we
meet some of the cast of Ten Canoes , many of
whom are local artists, and attempt to sort
through the tangle of woven and coiled
baskets and dilly bags dyed with natural ochres
and plant pigments. At Nguiu, on Bathurst’s
southern tip, we visit Ngaruwanajirri, a small
centre run by John and Joy Naden for artists
with disabilities. Artists, ranging from the very
young to the elderly, work on linocuts and
painting, listening to John Denver (their

favourite). The sight of an approaching tour
bus prompts shouts of ‘‘Tourists! Tourists!’’,
which somehow morph into ‘‘Terrorists!
Terrorists!’’ amid shy giggling.
The spirit of this place is uplifting, even
though the community has problems: a new
swimming pool nearby is full but unused
because it has been poorly constructed and
cannot be maintained.
Read ferries us from place to place,
somehow managing to keep her white linen
shirts looking crisp and clean while we all get
progressively grubbier, covered in red earth.
When our energy flags, she hands out another
bottle of cold water. There is the occasional
disapproving frown when we ask a question
that betrays ignorance or lack of sensitivity.
Discreet when it comes to her own artistic
taste, her political opinions of what she calls
‘‘the second invasion’’ are very clear, but we
are never lectured.
Later, back home, some clients call Read
and ask how they can help, donating funds or

clothes or forging direct links with communities where they have made a personal contact.
A corporate executive in our group has
previously given the Milingimbi art centre a
much needed laptop computer and is delighted
to see it being used to create a database for
local artists.
It’s hard to return from one of these trips
unchanged. The shift may be small, the
awareness only partial, but it’s a trigger. You
simply cannot divorce the luminous art (Read
calls it ‘‘spiritual expressionism’’, an apt
description for its transcendent power) from its
context and that can make the experience
paradoxical and uncomfortable in more than a
merely physical sense.
But something remains after we’ve come
home. That’s when we realise, as we shake the
persistent red earth from our clothes, that it
will not all wash away and that we are only at
the beginning of the journey.
■ www.didgeri.com.au
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